IDEA Staff Dress Code

We endeavor to maintain a pleasant, healthy, and professional working environment always and dress for success at IDEA! The dress and grooming of IDEA’s employees shall be clean, neat, in a professional manner appropriate for their assignments. Dressing for success helps model behaviors expected of our students and helps to foster academics, prevent disruption, avoid safety hazards, provide a socially safe, secure, and stable school climate. The appearance of ALL staff reflects the high standards and culture of our schools.

Dress for the week:

- Staff ID cards are to be always worn in a visible location while at an IDEA Location.
- Staff may wear business casual, as defined below, or a student uniform if preferred.
- For campus instructional staff and leaders, jeans should not be worn, except on Fridays.
- Spirit, college, or IDEA shirts may be worn on Fridays.
- Head Coverings - Head coverings that honor religions and/or culture and hats or head coverings necessitated by a medical issue are permitted.

Business Casual is defined as:

- Dress shirts, blouses, and polo shirts
- Slacks or dress pants
- Skirts and dresses
- Blazers and cardigans
- Dress and athletic shoes are allowed.

Unallowable clothing:

- Strapless, halter or spaghetti strap tops/dresses
- Shorts (Coaches are allowed to wear athletic attire)
- T-shirts with logos or advertising, other than IDEA
- Sheer, transparent fabric or fabric with holes
- Clothes that reveal cleavage, stomach, back or thighs are not acceptable
- Flip-flops

Additional role-specific guidelines are available from the following functional teams directly:

- CNP (Child Nutrition Program)
- Transportation
- Facilities
- Health Services
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